One of the limitations to the quantum computing capability of a continuous-variable system is determined by our ability to cool it to the ground state, because pure logical states, in which we accurately encode quantum information, are conventionally pure physical states that are constructed from the ground state. In this work, we present an alternative quantum computing formalism that encodes logical quantum information in mixed physical states. We introduce a class of mixed-state protocols that are based on a parity encoding, and propose an implementation of the universal logic gates by using realistic hybrid interactions. When comparing with the conventional pure-state protocols, our formalism could relax the necessity of, and hence the systemic requirements of cooling. Additionally, the mixed-state protocols are inherently resilient to a wider class of noise processes, and reduce the fundamental energy consumption in initialisation. Our work broadens the candidates of continuous-variable quantum computers.
Introduction-Quantum computers are expected to outperform classical computers in a wide class of applications such as factoring large numbers, database searching, and simulating quantum systems [1] . The basic logical unit of quantum information is usually a two-level system that can be prepared in an arbitrary superposition state (qubit). A suitable platform for implementing quantum computers should exhibit 'well characterised' physical states for representing the qubit bases |0 L and |1 L [2] . In continuous-variable (CV) quantum systems, such as cavity modes of electromagnetic wave, mechanical oscillators, and spin ensembles [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , there is no standard representation of a qubit because each physical degree of freedom (qumode) consists of an abundance of evenlyspaced energy eigenstates. Different CV encodings have been invented to represent a qubit as a superposition of Fock states, coherent states, cat states, superpositions of squeezed states, and else [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Despite their differences in detail, all the existing encodings (pure-state encodings) commonly require a pure logical state qubit to be represented by a pure physical state, which is usually prepared from the ground state of a qumode. If the qumode frequency is high, a nearground state with negligible thermal excitation can be obtained by lowering the background temperature [20] . Whereas a low frequency qumode has to be cooled by additional processes, e.g., using feedback controls or coupling to dissipative auxiliary systems [4, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Despite some remarkable success, ground-state cooling remains challenging for some CV systems due to the lack of appropriate internal structure, absorption heating induced by the cooling laser, and other limitations of apparatus and system. The ability of achieving ground-state cooling is therefore deemed an important criterion for discriminating CV candidates of a quantum computer.
Nevertheless, quantum computers could be implemented in a wider range of CV systems if the requirements of pure physical states, and thus ground-state cooling, are relaxed. In fact, there are three pieces of evidence in the literature that hint at CV mixed-state universal quantum computation (MSUQC). In Refs. [37, 38] , Jeong and Ralph discovered a macroscopic quantum property that can be observed from the superposition of displaced thermal states. Although such quantumness can be applied in quantum teleportation and verifying Bell's inequality, the implementation of universal logic gates is unknown. In Ref. [39] , Grace et. al. discussed the general criteria for MSUQC. However, deriving an explicit CV protocol is not obvious based on their results, and we will show later that the example considered in this reference is only trivially mixed. In Ref. [40] , Lau and Plenio proposed two explicit CV protocols of universal quantum computation that require only partial knowledge about the encoding states. However, these protocols require the preparation of copies of states, so they cannot be implemented with thermal states which are uncorrelated among qumodes.
In this work, we affirm the possibility of CV MSUQC by designing a class of explicit protocols that pure logical qubits are encoded in mixed-state qumodes. We note that when comparing to early mixed-state quantum computers that are not scalable, such as the nuclear magnetic resonance implementations [41] , and mixed-state applications that perform only specific tasks, like the deterministic quantum computation with one pure state [42, 43] , our protocols are both scalable and universal.
Mixed-State Quantum Computation-In pure-state universal quantum computation, a pair of orthogonal physical states, Q = {|ψ 0 , |ψ 1 }, is first specified as the qubit basis. These basis states are associated with two logical operators that resemble the algebra of Pauli operators, i.e.,Ẑ L |ψ i = (−1)
i |ψ i ,X L (|ψ 0 ± |ψ 1 ) = (|ψ 1 ± |ψ 0 ), and (X LẐL +Ẑ LXL )|ψ i = 0, for both i = 0, 1 [44] . Universal quantum computation is implemented by the physical operations,
(1) The first two operations constitute arbitrary angle single logical qubit rotation, and the last operation is the logical entanglement gate. The computational result is readout by aẐ L measurement that distinguishes |ψ 0 from |ψ 1 .
Instead of restricting to only one basis pair, MSUQC allows multiple pairs of basis states, Q n = {|ψ
0 |. The logical operators perform the same Pauli algebra on each basis pair, i.e.,Ẑ L |ψ
), and (X LẐL +Ẑ LXL )|ψ (n) i = 0, for any n and i = 0, 1. The universal logic gates can be physically implemented by the same way as in Eq. (1). The computational result is readout by aẐ L measurement that distinguishes {|ψ
}, but the identification of an individual state is not necessary.
The main idea of MSUQC is that all logical processes are identical for each basis pair, so it is not necessary to know the basis in which quantum information has encoded. As an illustration, we consider a general purestate K-qubit computational task whose initial state is
the subscript L k denotes the affiliation to the kth logical qubit. The algorithm is specified by a transformation U, which is a functional of the logical operators of each qubit. The result of the task is A = | Ψ 0 |U|Ψ 0 | 2 , which is the projective measurement probability of
, whereÎ is the identity operator. In MSUQC, the initial state is ρ 0 = n p n |Ψ n 0 Ψ n 0 |, where n = {n 1 , . . . , n K }; n k is the basis index of the kth qubit; |Ψ
The mixedness comes from the unknown probabilities p n that satisfy n p n = 1. Because the mixed-state logical operations preserve and perform identically on each basis, the final measurement probability is the same for every n. Therefore the mixed-state computational result is Tr
which is identical to the pure-state case. Detail is given in Appendix I.
Parity Encoding and Variants-The practical challenge of CV MSUQC is to realise the universal logic gates with existing interactions. For instance, if each basis pair is formed by consecutive Fock states, Q Fock n = {|2n , |2n + 1 },Ẑ L is then the parity operator of which the exponentiation can be implemented efficiently. Unfortunately, we could not find an efficient implementation ofX L -related operations for this encoding, nor any single-qumode encoding that the universal logic gates can be implemented efficiently.
Alternatively, we propose a two-qumode parity (TQP) encoding that each basis pair is opposite parity Fock states of two qumodes, i.e., Q Fock mn = {|2m + 1 |2n , |2n |2m + 1 } for any non-negative integer m and n. For the kth logical qubit that is composed of the (2k − 1)th and (2k)th qumodes, the logical operators
n |n i n| i = exp(iπâ † iâ i ); the swap operatorŜ ij is defined by the actionŜ ijâiŜ † ij =â j for any i and j;â i is the annihilation operator of the ith qumode. Any state |ψ
It is straightforward to check that the algebra of Pauli operators is respected.
Because the parity and swap operators are Hermitian, in principle the universal logic gates in Eq. (1) can be implemented by applying the interactions with the Hamiltonians H Z ∝P, H X ∝Ŝ, and H ZZ ∝P ⊗P. To the best of our knowledge, however, these interactions have not been realised in any CV system yet. Alternatively, the logic gates can be implemented by applying beamsplitter and phase-shift operations, together with the second order hybrid interaction of which the Hamiltonian is H 2 ∝Ẑ Aâ †â , whereẐ A is the Pauli Z operator of an auxiliary qubit A (See Appendix II and Refs. [40, 45, 46] ),
|ψ L k L l is the four-qumode physical state of the kth and lth logical qubits.
is the controlled-parity operator acting on the ith qumode;
) is the 50:50 beam splitter between the two qumodes of the kth logical qubit. The auxiliary qubit state is the same as |+ A = (|0 A +|1 A )/ √ 2 before and after all operations;R σ (θ) ≡ exp(iθσ A ) is the rotation of the auxiliary qubit along the Pauli σ axis.
Measuring the parity of the (2k)th qumode is equivalent to aẐ L measurement of the kth logical qubit. The parity of any qumode state |Ψ can be measured destructively [47] , or by using nondemolition techniques with an auxiliary qubit, i.e., after controlled-parity is applied,
measuring the auxiliary qubit in the Pauli X basis will project |Ψ to a state with definite parity. A circuit diagram of the above logical processes is shown in Fig. 1 .
The TQP encoding can generate a class of mixed-state encoding that the basis states are Q V mn = V (|2m + 1 |2n ),V(|2n |2m + 1 ) , whereV can be any two-mode unitary. In analogy to pure-state encodings, different mixed-state encodings could provide certain benefits due to their differences in the responses to environmental noise and in the required interactions for implementation. For instance,Û Z (θ) of Q V mn can be implemented in a similar way as Eq. (2), except thatĈ is replaced bŷ
Circuit diagram of logical processes. Dotted boxes from left to right: unitary gatesÛX (θ),ÛZ (θ),ÛZZ(θ) in Eq. (2), and parity measurement in Eq. (3). The auxiliary qubit, which remains in |+ A after each unitary gate, can be reused afterwards.
instead of H 2 . Therefore, engineering an interaction exactly as H 2 is not necessary, but a wider range of interaction is applicable in implementing MSUQC.
Initialisation-Before computation, each qumode is in the thermal state, ρ th = (1 − e −β )
where e −β = n n +1 ; n is the mean thermal excitation [48] . In the initialisation stage, the parity measurement in Eq. (3) 
∞ n=0 e −2nβ |2n + 1 2n + 1|. After rearranging the qumodes, TQP qubits are initialised that each consists of one ρ even and one ρ odd , i.e., ρ 0 ≡ ρ odd ⊗ ρ even , which represents the logical |0 L in the Q Fock mn basis. Triviality of Mixedness-In general, being able to encode pure logical qubits in mixed physical states is not surprising. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , a pure-state qubit can always be augmented to a mixed-state qubit if noninteracting mixed-state physical degrees of freedom are included in the qubit system. The total system entropy of such a mixed-state qubit, which we regard as trivially mixed, is equal to the thermal equilibrium entropy of all but one physical degree of freedom. For example, the mixed-state qubit considered in Ref. [39] is a molecule in which the information is encoded in a pure electronic state, while the mixed vibrational state is not involved in the logical processes. This molecular qubit is trivially mixed because the total system entropy is solely provided by the vibrational degree of freedom.
A two-qumode qubit is trivially mixed only if it consists of a pure-state qumode and an non-interacting thermal state qumode. The von Neumann entropy of a trivially-mixed two-qumode qubit is, S(ρ th ) = ( n + 1) log 2 ( n + 1) − n log 2 n . On the other hand, the entropy of a TQP qubit is the necessity of ground-state cooling. Instead, TQP qubits are initialised by nondemolition parity measurement. Despite certain relationship, nondemolition parity measurement and ground-state cooling are two distinct physical processes that have different implementation requirements [49] . In certain situations, TQP encoding could relax the requirements imposed by ground-state cooling.
In some systems, such as the dispersively interacting transmon qubits and cavities [50] , the qumode and the auxiliary qubit are coupled through the second order hybrid interaction, H 2 = λẐ Aâ †â , where λ is the interaction strength. Because H 2 is diagonal in the Fock basis, the qumode cannot be dissipatively cooled even if the auxiliary qubit can be arbitrarily manipulated. Additional qumode control that is off-diagonal in the Fock basis, such as a displacement operator, is required. On the other hand, initialising a TQP qubit by the parity measurement in Eq. (3) requires only applying H 2 for time t = π/2λ, and then projectively measuring the auxiliary qubit. Therefore TQP encoding relaxes the requirement of off-diagonal qumode control.
For a wider range of CV systems, such as trapped ions [5] and mechanical oscillators [51] , the prominent hybrid interaction is at the first order, i.e., H 1 = ηνσ A (â +â † ), where ν is the qumode frequency; η is the effective LambDicke parameter [32] . The desired operation ofĈ can be engineered by concatenating the dynamics under H 1 , together with other controls of the qumode and the auxiliary qubit [52] . Particularly in the weak coupling regime, η ≪ 1, we find a sequence that approximates the dynamics of H 2 :
whereD(α) ≡ exp(αâ † − α * â ) is the displacement operator. This sequence can be implemented by the free evolutions under H 1 , and rapidly rotating the auxiliary qubit (details in Appendix III). The validity of this sequence is numerically verified by simulating the parity measurement in Eq. (3) (See Fig. 3) .
If the sequence (5) is implemented on a qumode that is interacting with a high temperature background, we show in Appendix IV that the initialisation error of a TQP qubit scales as ǫ TQP ∼ N th η 2 Q (2 n + 1), where Q is the qumode quality factor; N th is the background thermal excitation [34] .
On the other hand, pure-state qubits are most efficiently initialised by resolved-sideband cooling, which requires the engineered decaying rate (Γ dc ) and dephasing rate (Γ dp ) of the auxiliary qubit obey, Γ dc , Γ dp ≪ ν. Nevertheless, there are systems that the sideband is not resolved due to, e.g. the large Γ dp induced by the cooling process. For examples, if the qubit dissipation is engineered by a multi-level system, Γ dp could be much larger than Γ dc for some intrinsic system parameters [22] . Another example is if the qumode frequency is low, the frequency linewidth of the classical drive, which rotates the auxiliary qubit, could be broader than the sideband. In these situations that Γ dc ≪ ν ≪ Γ dp , the initialisation error of a pure-state qubit is ǫ cool ∼ N th η 2 Q Γ dp Γ dc . Therefore using the TQP encoding can reduce the initialisation error, i.e., ǫ TQP ≪ ǫ cool , when n ≪ Γ dp Γ dc . We note that Eq. (5) demonstrates only the possibility of implementing TQP encoding with H 1 , but this sequence is not optimised. It is likely that a stronger or more error-resilient H 2 can be engineered by, e.g. operating in the strong coupling regime or using another sequence of auxiliary qubit rotations, so ǫ TQP could be further reduced.
Benefits-Apart from relaxing some system requirements of ground-state cooling, the TQP encoding and its variants reduce the fundamental initialisation energy. If a thermal state is viewed as a memory of S(ρ th ) bits, ground-state cooling is effectively the erasure of all memory. According to Landauer's principle, at the background temperature T this process requires a minimum energy consumption of S(ρ th )k B T ln 2, where k B is the Boltzmann constant [53, 54] . Whereas the memory erasure in initialising a TQP qubit is accounted for by the reduction of system entropy, 2S(ρ th ) − S(ρ 0 ). The minimum energy consumption is thus 2S(ρ th ) − S(ρ 0 ) k B T ln 2, which is smaller than that of groundstate cooling when n 0.8. Furthermore, the tensor product structure [55] of a mixed-state qubit can be mathematically expressed as ρ |Φ = |Φ Φ| binary ⊗ ρ other [39] . A pure logical qubit |Φ is encoded in a binary subsystem, e.g. the two-qumode parity in the TQP encoding, while other degrees of freedom are in mixed states and uninvolved in the computation. A state with such tensor product structure is inherently a noiseless subsystem [56] [57] [58] [59] (NS). A NSencoded qubit is generally resilient to a wider range of noise than a pure-state qubit. It is because a NS allows noises to change the physical state except only the encoding subsystem, while a state change implies logical error in pure-state encodings [58, 60] . Particularly, we prove in Appendix V that no pure-state encoding can be the decoherence-free-subspace [61] of both the collective phase-shift noise,Ê P (φ) ≡ e iφâ †â ⊗ e iφâ †â , and the collective squeezing noise,
. Whereas the TQP encoding is resilient to both noises, because the logical operators commute with both noise operators, i.e., [
Conclusion-In this work, we explicitly design a class of universal quantum computation protocols that can be operated with mixed continuous-variable states. The protocols are derived from an encoding that the qubit information is encoded in the parity of two qumodes. When comparing with conventional pure-state protocols, the mixed-state protocols relax the necessity and system requirements of cooling, reduce fundamental initialisation energy, and are resilient to a wider class of noise. Our work provides the possibility for implementing universal quantum computers on the continuous-variable systems where ground-state cooling is challenging.
Any unitary transformation U can be constructed from a series of computational steps, U = U 1 U 2 . . ., and each step can be decomposed into a series of universal logic gates in Eq. (1),
k , and γ [q] k are the rotation angles of the kth qubit in the qth computational step.
In MSUQC, each physical operation in Eq. (1) can be expressed as a sum of logical operations in each basis [39] . For example, the mixed-state Pauli-Z rotation,Û Z (φ
When applying on a single-qumode state in the nth basis, we get
This operation implements a Pauli-Z rotation with angle φ
k in the nth basis, and the resultant state is a superposition of the basis states |ψ (n) 0 and |ψ
The rotation angles are the same for each basis, and the resultant state remains in the original bases.
In the computational task, the initial state ρ 0 = n p n |Ψ n 0 Ψ n 0 | can be viewed as an ensemble of pure states |Ψ n 0 , which each appears with probability p n . Although n = {n 1 , . . . , n K } is unknown in each computation, it has been implicitly defined by the initial state |Ψ n 0 , and does not change during the logical operations. If the projective measurement basis is the same, i.e., n ′ = n, then the computation is reduced to the purestate case, where each qubit is rotated and measured with respect to a single basis pair. As a consequence,
On the other hand, if the projective measurement basis is different, i.e., n
Combining both results, we have
The mixed-state computational task aims to obtain the
n p n A = A, which is identical to the pure-state case.
Appendix II: Exponential-Parity Gate
We here show the details of implementing exponentialparity gates in Eq. (2), while the implementation of exponential-swap can be found in Refs. [40, 45, 46] . We first note that the single-mode and two-mode exponential-parity gates can be expressed as e iθP = cos θÎ + i sin θP , e iθP⊗P = cos θÎ + i sin θP ⊗P Consider the auxiliary qubit is prepared as |+ and a single-qumode state |ψ . The first operation in Eq. (2) is
Similarly for the third operation in Eq. (2), any twoqumode state |ψ 1 |ψ 2 transforms as
= |+ e iθP⊗P |ψ 1 |ψ 2 .
We note that this method can be generalised to deterministically implement e iθÔ gate, provided that controlled-Ô gate can be implemented andÔ 2 =Î.
On the other hand, the system Hamiltonian for performing dissipative cooling is
where ∆ and Ω are detuning and Rabi frequency of the field that drives the auxiliary qubit. The auxiliary qubit is also engineered to be dissipative [22] , i.e., two extra terms are added to the master equation (18) Γ dc D{|g e|}ρ + 2Γ dp D{|e e|}ρ ,
where |g and |e are the ground state and excited state of the auxiliary qubit. Because the pure-state qubits are initialised from the ground state, the initialisation error is closely related to the occupation of the ground state. Particularly, ǫ cool ≈ n f , when the final excitation after cooling n f ≪ 1. When the optimal system parameters are available, the maximum cooling rate isΓ c ∼ η 2 ν 2 /Γ dc , where the decay rate satisfies Γ dc ≪ ν in the resolved-sideband regime [34] . The final excitation is given by the equilibrium of heating and cooling rate, i.e.,
Although ǫ TQP > ǫ cool in the resolved-sideband regime if TQP encoding is implemented by the sequence (5), obtaining the scaling of optimal cooling rate requires the dephasing rate is at most at the order of the decay rate, i.e., Γ dp Γ dc . In some situations, the implementation of cooling could induce a large dephasing rate that the sideband is not resolved, i.e., Γ dc ≪ ν ≪ Γ dp . By using standard analysis of dissipative cooling [21, 26, 34, 36] , and considering only the leading order terms, we obtain the cooling ratẽ Γ c ≈ 4η 2 ν 2 Γ dc Γ dp ∆Ω 2 ν(Γ 2 dp + ∆ 2 + Ω 2 )(Γ dc (Γ 2 dp + ∆ 2 ) + Γ dp Ω 2 )
.
(24) After optimising the system parameters, we find that the maximum cooling rate isΓ c ∼ η 2 νΓ dc /Γ dp , so the final excitation of cooling is ǫ cool ∼ N th η 2 Q Γ dp Γ dc .
We note that the large Γ dp might not significantly affect ǫ TQP . It is because in the sequence (5) the auxiliary qubit is dephased only when it is rotated, but not during the free evolution. The dephasing error can thus be suppressed by reducing the rotation time, i.e., using a large Rabi frequency.
